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Abstract
The article deals with the measuring of power characteristics of an electric copter motor. The aim is to design and realize
the measuring workplace and algorithms, to verify declared parameters and get performance characteristics. The measurement is focused especially on a rotor thrust force. For more effective and accurate measuring, specific operations have been
automatized. The whole process can be controlled by either open-source electronic prototyping platform Arduino or National Instruments myRIO device. The mechanic part of measuring workplace is realized by a pendulum with one degree of
freedom. The object that was verified in this experiment was the motor 850Kv AC2830-358 with the 10x47 propeller made
by 3DRobotics company.
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1. Introduction

3.1. Mechanical parts

Due to a large number of various types of UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) [1] and its electric copter engines
and propellers with different characteristics is necessary to
objectively determine and measure its real parameters. The
most common are micro sized copters with an electric motor and two blades propeller in various configurations
(quadro, hexa, octocopters etc.)

Mechanical part is based on the iron pendulum with one
degree of freedom. The pendulum stand is fixed on the PE
pad.
Pendulum arm is mount via ball-bearing. On one side of
the pendulum is a motor with a propeller. On the second
side is a weight to balance the pendulum. Additional part is
PE bar with a spike to transfer power from the pendulum to
a load cell.
For safety, there is also a PE protective cage around the
pendulum.

2. Required parameters
The most important requirement on UAVs is flight time,
which is given by:
 Motor type
 Propeller type
 Battery type and capacity
 UAV configuration
 UAV load
 Way of flight
 Weather conditions
The project is focused on motor and propeller characteristics. Thrust force and effectivity is measured according to
input power.
3. Measurement realization

Fig. 1. Pendulum

Measuring workplace is automatized and consists of mechanical and electrical parts. Control and output are realized by PC software.

3.2. Electrical parts
Electrical part consists of:
 DC power supply (battery or lab. source)
 Electronic speed controller
 Arduino UNO(YÚN) or myRIO device

 Load cell (10 kg)
 24 bit A/D convertor
 DC voltage sensor
 DC current sensor
Motor control is provided via open-source electronic
prototyping platform Arduino or National Instruments
myRIO device. Using a PWM (pulse wide modulated) signal in the electronic speed controller the power of motor is
regulated.
The load cell sensor is connected via 24 A/D converter
based on HX711 chip.
The DC voltage sensor is based on a voltage divider and
it is connected to the analog input.
The DC current sensor is ACS 712 hall effect-based linear current sensor with maximum range ±30A and it is
connected to the analog input.

Fig. 2. Connection diagram

The analog DC currentg signal is connected to the analog pin A0 via ACS712 sensor (30A) with sensitivity
66mV/A.

I

2,5V is middle sensing voltage (no current).
3.4. Measurement process
The pendulum in its initial state must be balanced (arm
with the weight is telescopic) and the load cell must be calibrated (balanced state = 0 g).
The input signal in PWM form is sent to the electronic
speed controller.
Measured parameters are: weight (load cell sensor), input voltage (DC voltage sensor) and input current (DC current sensor).
Input signals are processed in the control unit (Arduino),
sent to a computer and displayed in a serial monitor. In this
form:
PWM [%] = value1
m [g] = value 2
U [V] = value 3
I [mA] = value 4
Data are saved in a .csv file and processed in spreadsheet
calculator software.
Four basic measurement configurations were provided
(Table 1.). The main goal was to check the measurement
process and verify parameters declared by manufacturer of
the motor and the propeller.
Table 1. Measurement configurations

3.3. Arduino programd
Arduino program consists of:
 PWM control
 Digital load cell data processing
 Analog DC voltage signal processing
 Analog DC current signal processing
PWM control is set to the digital output (pin 9) and its
value depends on a measurement task. The simplest use is
automatic stepping from 0% to 100% (2, 4, 10% step).
Digital load cell data are connected to the digital pin 2
(clock) and pin 3 (data). Chip HX711 codee used a
HX711.h libraryf and in setup part it is possible to calibrate
the scale (used calibration factor 4075)
The analog DC voltage signal is connected to the analog
pin A1. Voltage signal value is proportional dependent to
input voltage (voltage divider R1=30kΩ, R2=7,5kΩ, maximal input signal voltage is 5V).

Applied parts of the code are released as Public domain or Creative
Commons Attribution licence.
e
Nathan Seidle, SparkFun Electronics, 2014
f
Weihong Guan, @aguegu, 2012
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850Kv AC2830-358h
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850Kv AC2830-358
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propeller
10x47
10x47
10x47
10x47

PWM
incr.
incr.
decr.
decr.

PWM
step
2%
4%
2%
4%

Input power is calculated from input voltage multiplied
with input current

P  VI [W ,V , A]

(2)

Final values are averaged from 10 measure cycles and
represented as a dependency line graph of a load and input
power. Maximum power input was set to 80% because of
possible damage of a motor.
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5 / 1023input  2,5
 0,074input  37,88[mA] (1)
0,066

ACS712 Current Sensor Read. Electrodragon Blog [online]. Hongkong:
Electrodragon Blog, 2013, 2013-10-10 [cit. 2015-11-06]. URL:
http://blog.electrodragon.com/acs712-current-sensor-read/
h
Parameters declared by manufacturer, 3S LiPo, 10x45 Propeller
25%
50%
70%
100%
Amp
1.26 A
3.72 A
7.69 A
13.3 A
Wattage 18.7W
55.2W
109.2W 189.3W
Thrust
151gr
406gr
702gr
970gr

3.5. Measurement results
Measurement results are showed in the X, Y line graph,
and concisely commented. For each configuration polynomial equation degree 2 was calculated.
3.5.1. Increasing PWM, 0 to 80%, 2% step
This configuration represents equally increasing PWM
with 2% step up to 80%.
Maximum load:
Maximum DC current:
Maximum power:
Polynomial equation:

844g
15,5A
239,4W
y = -0,016x2 + 7,316x + 2,309

This configuration declares the highest value of a load.
Power input step from 209W to 232W has effectivity
0,77 W/g and step from 232W to 249W even 1,59 W/g.
3.5.3. Decreasing PWM, 80 to 0%, 2% step
This configuration represents equally decreasing PWM
with 2% step from 80% to 0%.
Maximum load:
Maximum DC current:
Maximum power:
Polynomial equation:

887,9g
12,86A
194,4W
y = -0.013x2 + 6.932x + 11.383

Fig. 5. PWM, 80 to 0%, 2% step line graph
Fig. 3. PWM 0 to 80%, 2% step line graph
Power input over 200 W causes just minor changes of a
load. Effectivity drops from 0,4 W/g to 0,9 W/g.
3.5.2. Increasing PWM, 0 to 80%, 4% step
This configuration represents equally increasing PWM
with 4% step up to 80%.
Maximum load:
Maximum DC current:
Maximum power:
Polynomial equation:

907,5g
15,9A
249,3W
y = -0.014x2 + 7.088x + 3.589

Fig. 4. PWM 0 to 80%, 4% step line graph

Decreasing configurations declares lower maximum power
input with a similar load as the increasing, probably due to
warming of the motor. Lowest effectivity value was
0,31 W/g.
3.5.4. Decreasing PWM, 80 to 0%, 4% step
This configuration represents equally decreasing PWM
with 4% step from 80% to 0%.
Maximum load:
Maximum DC current:
Maximum power:
Polynomial equation:

811,9g
11,65A
176,7W
y = -0.015x2 + 7.109x - 1.682

Fig. 6. PWM, 80 to 0%, 4% step line graph

The lowest values of a load and power input were
measured in this configuration. Effectivity values was from
0,1W/g to 0,4 W/g.
4. Conclusion
The main goal of this project was to design and realize
the measuring workplace and algorithms, to verify the declared parameters of a UAV motor and propeller.
For this realization was used the electronic prototyping
platform Arduino. The motor was controlled by the PWM
signal and a load, input DC voltage and current were
measured.
Four basic configurations were tested. Results are in the
graphs above. Parameters declared by manufacturer of the
motor and propeller were successfully confirmed.
In general, the tested configuration demonstrates the
possible usage of the workplace.
Following projects can use the current findings and try
to verify other motors, propellers and UAV configurations
(e.g. coaxial propeller).
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Appendix A. Arduino programming code example
//load
#include "Hx711.h"
#define DOUT 3
#define CLK 2
Hx711 scale(DOUT, CLK);
float calibration_factor = 4075;
//load
//PWM
const int ledPin = 9;
int PWM = 0;
int fadeAmount = 10;
//PWM
//voltage
int analogInput = A1;
int analogInput1 = A4;
float vout = 0.0;
float vin = 0.0;
float R1 = 30000.0; //
float R2 = 7500.0; //
int value = 0;
//voltage
void loop() {

//PWM
//digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);fadeAmount;
analogWrite(ledPin, PWM);
if (PWM == 200 || PWM == 0) {
PWM = 200;
}
// Serial.print("PWM= ");
Serial.print(PWM);
Serial.print(";");
PWM = PWM - fadeAmount;
delay(3000);
//PWM
//voltage
value = analogRead(analogInput);
vout = (value * 5.0) / 1024.0; // see text
vin = vout / (R2/(R1+R2));
Serial.print("U= ");
Serial.print(vin,2);
Serial.println(";");
//voltage
/
/current
int average = 0;
average =(.07424 * analogRead(analogInput1));
delay(1);
Serial.print("I= ");
Serial.print(average);
Serial.println(" mA");
//current
//load
scale.setScale(calibration_factor);
Serial.print("m=");
Serial.print(scale.getGram()*10, 1);
Serial.print(";");
if(Serial.available())
{
char temp = Serial.read();
if(temp == '+' || temp == 'a')
calibration_factor += 10;
else if(temp == '-' || temp == 'z')
calibration_factor -= 10;
}
//load
}

